St. Louis Limousine Service GEM Transportation Completes
Renovation For Charter Coach Division
Premier St. Louis limousine company, GEM Transportation, completed the
renovations on the existing building, allowing space for the firm's recently expanded
charter coach division. The project also includes a 4.5 acres land development.
April 10, 2009 (FPRC) -- ST. LOUIS, MO -- Popular St Louis limousine service, GEM Transportation
LLC, recently announced that it has completed the extensive renovation to its corporate
headquarters. The new renovation allows the firm ample space for storing its luxurious charter
coach fleet, which was recently expanded due to the acquisition of Central States Trailways. As part
of the extensive renovation project, GEM Transportation also developed more than 4.5 acres of land
adjacent to the property, which is located at 11774 Missouri Bottom Road.
With a company mission to offer the most reliable and professional ground transportation services in
the region, GEM Transportation has quickly become one of the premier St Louis limo service
providers. In addition to being prepared for each trip, the firm's professionally trained and uniformed
chauffeurs are D.O.T. certified, ensuring all customers enjoy a comfortable and safe transportation
experience.
Along with its newly expanded charter coach fleet, the St. Louis limousine firm offers a collection of
luxury limousine vehicles including six, eight and ten passenger cars, which are perfect for special
occasions such as weddings, proms or just a night on the town. GEM Transportation also offers
L-series town cars, providing customers with an elegant transportation alternative.
"We are simply thrilled with the completion of our building renovation. With the ever increasing
demand for large charter coaches and buses, it is important that GEM Transportation expands to
meet this growing need, allowing us to maintain our position as the leading ground transportation
service provider in St. Louis," says Lynn Sansone, owner of GEM Transportation.
(http://www.gemtransportation.com)
With the renovation, the firm can now comfortably store its entire charter coach fleet, with additional
room for future expansion. GEM Transportation's charter coach division includes a selection of
spacious vans and buses. To cater to smaller groups, the firm offers large sport utility vehicles as
well as 14-passenger executive vans. Additionally, to meet the needs of larger groups, the firm
provides spacious VIP buses and corporate buses, which hold up to 29 passengers. Gem
Transportation's VIP buses feature many comfortable amenities, including TV/VCRs, CD players,
leather seating as well as privacy partitions. The more spacious corporate buses also provide
comfortable row seating and a separate luggage compartment for added room.
"Our newly renovated building is not only more spacious, but it also provides a more open and
comfortable working environment for our staff, allowing us to better serve our customers which is our
ultimate goal," says Sansone.
About GEM Transportation: Leading St. Louis limousine service provider, GEM Transportation
(http://www.gremtransportation), offers a wide variety of ground transportation vehicles, including
limousines, luxury sedans and charter vans and buses. With a commitment to providing exceptional
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customer service, the firm strives to make each trip comfortable and reliable for every passenger.
Contact Information
For more information contact Lynn Sansone, GEM Transportation LLC of GEM Transportation
(http://www.gemtransportation.com/)
(800) 369-0769
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